
Team Tale – At a team meeting take a few minutes to talk about your team at it’s best, what are

you like when you are fully on form? Come up with stories that are real examples of the great

things about the team. Once you have talked it over, agree on one or two that seem to best

represent your team strengths. Having agreed on the story, you use it to remind one another of

how things have been and will be again at points when everything is tough or too demanding.

The conversation, ideas, identification of positive memories all help to release ‘feel good’

hormones like dopamine which naturally reduce stress and increase a sense of wellbeing.

Team Talents – Another way of reducing team stress and increasing connectivity is by collecting

a list of team talents, achievements, skills and qualities. A large sheet of paper can be attached

to an office wall or a virtual list can be generated on a team communication platform or a list

can be gathered collectively through group conversation. The important thing is that everyone

has the opportunity to consider the positives that make up the team. We don’t often reflect on

these things and hearing colleagues talk about strengths as well as sharing our own

perspectives can be incredibly grounding and energising. It’s not to say that things aren’t tough

right now or that sometimes things don’t go to plan, it is however about reminding ourselves

that teams are greater than the sum of their parts and always have a strengths.

Team Motto – when things are overwhelming, exhausting or uncertain it can help to have an

opportunity to chat with colleagues in a more light hearted and appreciative way. By generating

a team motto that reflects the team in good times and when strengths are at play can be

humorous, relaxed and release tension for a short while. It can also act as a reminder of better

times and when used as a term of encouragement can provide light relief and support. A team I

was working with recently decided that their motto was ‘all for one and one for all’ and

reminded themselves that however challenging things seemed that they were there to support

one another. The conversation to create the motto was actually more important and helpful

that the actual motto they agreed, as it helped them all feel reconnected and more grounded

during a very demanding period at work.

There are times when teams can experience additional stress and pressure for a wide range of

reasons, some teams find themselves working in highly pressurised and challenging environments a

great deal of the time. Having a range of tools and techniques to draw on when times are tough can

make all the difference that reconnect and ground can be invaluable.
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